
Students are encouraged to select a balance of courses from divisions                

 A, B, C, and D over their four Merkaz years 
 

DIVISIONDIVISION  A:A:          TEXT AND THOUGHTTEXT AND THOUGHT    DIVISIONDIVISION  B:B:          CONTEMPORARY TOPICSCONTEMPORARY TOPICS  

DIVISIONDIVISION  C:C:          HISTORY AND SOCIETYHISTORY AND SOCIETY    DIVISIONDIVISION  D:D:          THE ARTS AND LITERATTHE ARTS AND LITERATUREURE  

DIVISIONDIVISION  R:R:          SENIOR SEMINARSENIOR SEMINAR  

 

 Course Divisions Are Included For Each Class With The Course Number.  

  - For example,  D3540 is a course that satisfies the “D” requirement.  

 Courses are listed by semester and time and are in no particular order. 
 

 Seniors are required to take the Choices on the College Campus Senior Seminar, Division R 
      either in the spring. 
 

 

Merkaz Wants You To Continue Your Jewish StudiesMerkaz Wants You To Continue Your Jewish Studies  

If Tuesday nights don’t work for you, we have other options. Independent studies, community 
service projects, and/or taking classes on the Westport Campus on Monday nights are just a 
few of the ways we can make this work together.  

 

If you have band, dance, a sport or an overwhelming schedule, don’t discount participating. We 
have made it work for so many students over the years. Let’s have a conversation and together 
we can find something interesting for you and keep you on track to graduate with your class.  

2022-2023 COURSE DESCRIPTIONS 

Bridgeport Campus 



Congregation B’nai Israel Confirmation - Rabbi Evan 

Schultz     A50007b     Grade 10   Open to and required 

for B’nai Israel 10th grade students only. 

Merkaz 2022-2023 Bridgeport Campus Course Descriptions 

Fall Semester 7:00 PM 

Memoirs of the Holocaust - Keith Satter   C7355b     

Grades 10-12 

Holocaust survivors have important and remarkable 

stories to tell. With every passing year we are losing 

more survivors and their stories along with them. What 

can we do to safeguard them for future generations, 

and ensure they are never forgotten? In this course you 

will be a part of the important preservation process. 

Working with a memoir writing expert, you will learn 

how and will write the memoir of a local Holocaust 

survivor. This is a once-in-a-lifetime opportunity to hear 

first-hand accounts of the Holocaust and to preserve 

them forever as a compelling memoir.  

*This is a year-long/two-semester course.* 

Game Night - Noah Gordon   B1400b 

Grades 9-12     Play different games and activities 

including Wheel of Fortune, Family Feud, Pictionary, 

Concentration, all with a Jewish twist. 

Jewish Cooking from Around the World - Lisa Becker 

D1145b        Grade 12 

The power of food is in its ability to bring people 

together but that is not its only superpower! As Jews, it 

is about traditions (of which we have many) - traditions 

that may vary from family to family and generation to 

generation. As families have evolved, so has our food. 

The textures, spices, and colors are a tapestry that 

weaves our heritage through countries far and wide and 

connects us all together!  

*This is a double-period course* 

A History of Art...Through a Jewish Lens - Scott 

Verchin    D9700b    Grades 11-12 

A History Of Art...Through The Jewish Lens encompasses 

the study of Jewish artists, collectors, dealers, critics 

and other influential people whose contributions 

impacted and shaped the world of art. It will also 

examine the many factors (i.e. political, cultural, 

spiritual) that inspired artists to create the works that 

defined their legacies. Finally, this class will also revisit 

anti-Semitism, Nazism, propaganda and other hostilities 

the Jewish community experienced within the art world 

throughout the years. 

Where in the World Media is Israel? - Israeli 

Emissary Ofek Moscovich    B1300b   Grades 8-12 

Where do you go to find out what is happening is 

Israel? Tik Tok? Instagram? Celebrities? American 

politicians? All media has a bias, especially about 

Israel…Let's figure out how and where to get the best/

least biased info out there. We'll learn things we never 

knew that we never knew about Israel. 

Superheroes 1 - Rabbi Chagie Rubin     A1750b     

Grades 9-12  

Superhero movies continue to dominate Hollywood. 

Join Rabbi Rubin to explore the Jewish influence in 

Superhero movies as we watch, analyze, and debate 

these films. Introduction to Mussar - Baba Lou Haber    A1875b    

Grades 9-12 

Mussar, the Hebrew word for “ethics,” is a Jewish 

pathway to putting ethics into practice in our daily lives. 

At its heart, it is about self-improvement and ethical 

living. In this class we will discuss portions of classic 

Mussar texts and each student will develop their own 

Ner Tamid, or vision of themselves being the best they 

can be with regard to others in their lives. 



Friendship Circle - Miriam Landa   C3300b      

Grades 9-11  

Friendship Circle is an organization that bridges the gap 

between special needs and typical youth through 

shared experience. In this course you'll learn about 

what it’s like to be a special needs individual or to have 

a family member who is. When you're ready, you'll be 

able to take on the mitzvah of becoming a special 

friend. 

Merkaz 2022-2023 Bridgeport Campus Course Descriptions 

Fall Semester 8:00 PM 

Building a Government—Israeli Politics & the 

Knesset - Israeli Emissary Ofek Moscovich  

C7075b      Grades 10-12 

120 members across 14 political parties, representing 

more than 9 million people - how do they do it? Israel 

has had 4 elections in the last 2 years and their 5th will 

be this coming November…We'll learn how the system 

works and why it has been so hard to make an 

agreement then we'll see if we can build our own 

coalition to form a government. 

Jews and the News - Ricka Breiner   B3291b 

Grades 9-12   How do the happenings in the Middle 

East affect you? Who’s who in the Jewish world? These 

and many more questions will be answered each week 

as we take an in-depth look at the world around us. 

Real Conversations about Anti-Semitism - Rabbi 

Evan Schultz     B7075b      Grades 10-12 

Anti-Semitic incidents are on the rise not only in 

Connecticut, but across the country.  We know many of 

our own Merkaz students have witnessed or 

experienced antisemitism in one form or another, 

either in your high schools, online, or in your friend 

groups. This class, taught by Rabbi Schultz, in 

partnership with the ADL and First Church Fairfield, will 

give students an opportunity to have real conversations 

and engage in meaningful dialogue about anti-Semitism 

and how to respond.  

Additionally, being part of this class will include bridge 

building with local teens from First Church Fairfield. We 

envision a dinner and potential one night retreat with 

teenagers from First Church Fairfield to engage in 

conversations about antisemitism, allyship, and 

responding to hate in our local communities and 

schools. 

College Bound - Noah Nemitoff-Bresler   B8260b 

Grade 11 Only   Begin the college process with a 

college counselor who will take you through the college 

search and application process. Special attention will be 

paid to factors which Jewish applicants should consider 

when exploring, evaluating and choosing their schools. 

Issues like gap years, essays, internships and Jewish life 

will be discussed. Only open to 11th grade students.  

Shalom Yoga - Baba Lou Haber  B1855b  Grades 9-12 

While often associated with Eastern religions, Yoga 

integrates well with Judaism and Jewish spiritual 

practices and texts. Yoga is a spiritual practice that 

comprises mindsets, behaviors, poses, controlled 

breathing, concentration, and meditation to bring us 

into harmony with our true natures and each other 

while opening us up to God’s presence in the world. In 

each class we will practice Yoga while exploring how we 

can integrate Yoga into our lives as Jews. 

*Baba Lou Haber is a certified Yoga teacher who has 

taught at Basil Yoga in Ridgefield as well as at 

synagogues and Jewish retreats. 

Sex and Violence in the Bible - Rabbi Chagie Rubin 

A7610b      Grades 10-12  

The bible contains a remarkable amount of violence 

and sex which makes scriptures a highly entertaining 

and sometimes horrifying read. You will find that the 

holiest of books is filled with more sex and violence 

than today’s movies and T.V. Instead of condemning 

these episodes in the bible, this course will examine, 

analyze, and discuss the deeper meaning of these 

narratives hidden below the surface. 



Merkaz 2022-2023 Bridgeport Campus Course Descriptions 

Spring Semester 7:00 PM 

History Through Jewish and Israeli Cuisine  - Israeli 

Emissary Ofek Moscovich    C7145b    Grades 10-12 

Shakshuka, Burekas, Challah, Kugel and more are 

delicious Israeli food! But where do they come from? In 

our class we are going to research the origins of “Israeli 

food” and learn about the different Jewish people who 

live in Israel and around the world. Be hungry, because 

this history tastes good! 

Jews and American Popular Music - Dana Preis   

D7556b    Grades 10-12      An entertaining look at the 

impact of Jewish composers, singers, and musicians 

going all the way back to the early 1900s and to today. 

We'll look at Tin Pan Alley, Jazz, The Big Band era,  Rock 

& Roll, Folk, R&B, and Hip Hop. Students will gain an 

appreciation of the origins of the music they love while 

having the opportunity to share their own musical 

insights. 

What Does a Jewish Feminist Look Like? -  

Lisa Becker    A7325b   Grades 8-12 

What do Lilith, Ruth Bader Ginsburg, Natalie Portman, 

and David Schwimmer have in common? They are all 

Jewish AND they all are/have been fierce advocates for 

the equal treatment of women. There are so many 

questions that we will explore together…Can I be Jewish 

and a feminist? What do the Rabbis & the Torah have to 

say about womens' rights? Does feminism exist in 

Orthodox Jewry? Together we'll explore these questions 

and so many more! 

Better Together - Ricka Breiner  B1801b  Grades 8-12 

In this award-winning, intergenerational program 

become sensitized to the challenges and strengths of 

the elderly and what Judaism has to teach us about our 

relationships with them. Share your life and experiences 

with seniors and as they share their lives and 

experiences with you. Through guest speakers and visits 

to Jewish Senior Services in their new home, develop 

intergenerational relationships. May count as 

community service hours.  

Morality for Muggles - Susan Roth    A7525b  

Grades 10-12 

Was Snape good or evil? Was Harry justified in starting 

Dumbledore’s Army? Was Dumbledore right in saying 

that our choices are a better test of character than our 

abilities? Using the Harry Potter text as a starting point, 

we’ll examine moral and ethical concepts such as good 

and evil, loyalty, making choices, friendship, breaking 

the rules, and more. We’ll see what Judaism has to offer 

on these topics, and examine how our own values are 

being shaped. Familiarity with the movies required. 

You’ll get even more from the class if you’ve read the 

books. 

Jews & Taboos - Rabbi Josh Ratner   B7035b    

Grades 10-12 Come for an exploration of some of the 

most controversial topics in our tradition! Students will 

learn the reasons behind traditionally taboo issues like 

tattoos, as well as modern approaches to these same 

issues. 

Making Local Change - Rabbi Evan Schultz   B7085b    

Grades 10-12      Is there an issue in your community 

that you feel strongly about but aren't quite sure how 

to get involved? Do you want to make change in your 

school but aren't quite sure how best to raise up your 

voice? Then I encourage you to sign up for this course! 

We'll look at examples from Jewish tradition where 

we've successfully made local change, and we'll meet 

with incredible local change-makers and community 

organizers to learn about strategies to address the local 

issues that you care about most! 

Memoirs of the Holocaust - Keith Satter   C7355b     

Grades 10-12      Continuation of fall semester class. 

Both semesters required for this course. 

Superheroes 2 - Rabbi Chagie Rubin     A1755b     

Grades 9-12 Superhero movies continue to 

dominate Hollywood. Join Rabbi Rubin to explore the 

Jewish influence in Superhero movies as we watch, 

analyze, and debate these films. 



Fiddler on the Roof of 2022 - Lisa Becker   B4255b 

Grades 8-12 What does a Broadway musical from 

1964, that is based on a 130 year-old book have to do 

with the world today? We'll ask Tevya, the milkman 

about it as we watch a little, (maybe) sing a little, and 

explore this family's journey through the past and how 

deeply intertwined it is with our world today. 

Merkaz 2022-2023 Bridgeport Campus Course Descriptions 

Spring Semester 8:00 PM 

Inside the Life of an Israeli Teen - Israeli Emissary 

Ofek Moscovich B1900b Grades 8-12   There is a lot 

going on in the lives and minds of American teens and 

the same is true for Israeli teens. But what is happening 

for these two groups? You bring the American and I'll 

bring the Israeli point-of-view. I expect that what we 

learn about the similarities and differences between the 

experiences of Israeli and American teens might 

surprise us all.  

Where was G-d During the Holocaust - Rabbi Chagie 

Rubin    C7950b   Grades 10-12       One of the hardest 

questions ever asked "Where was G-d during the 

Holocaust?" has been pondered by children, adults, 

scholars, and rabbis over the last 75+ years. In this 

course, we will search for G-d's presence during the 

most horrific period in our history. Using a variety of 

media resources and thoughtful conversations, we will 

find G-d...maybe just not where we've looked before. 

Science and the Jewish Experience - Noah Gordon    

B4770b     Grades 9-12 

How does Israel get fresh water? Can a bush really burn 

without being consumed? Join us as we take these 

questions and put them to the test. We will be 

conducting science experiments, holding discussions, 

and investigating different aspects of Judaism using 

STEM (Science, Technology, Engineering, and Math).   

Mindfulness and Meditation - Susan Roth    D1850b 

Grades 8-12       If you’re looking for a little peace and a 

chance to slow your busy mind, come learn about 

Mindfulness and Meditation. Through guided 

meditation practices and the study of Mindfulness 

concepts, you’ll gain skills to better handle the bad stuff 

and to more frequently take in the good. We’ll also 

examine the neuroscience of both Mindfulness and 

Meditation, so you can fully understand the benefits of 

both.  No previous experience required, just an open 

mind and willingness to try something new! 

Propaganda and the Rise of Nazism - Josh Gruber    

C7045b  Grades 8-12         

With misinformation, disinformation, and "fake news" 

unfortunately a common theme in today's news cycles, 

the history of propaganda is more relevant than ever. 

This course will look at the rise of the National Socialist 

party in Germany during the 1920's and 30's, with a 

particular focus on how propaganda was used to assist 

in that rise, both to rally the population, and to 

condemn; a process that ultimately resulted in 

indescribable misery, death, and destruction into the 

Holocaust and Second World War. 

Choices on the College Campus - Noah Nemitoff-

Bresler   R1136b    Grade 12 Only   Discuss situations 

you may face on the college campus with a college 

counselor. Topics include: Hillel, Chabad, Greek life, 

drinking, drugs, anti-Israel & BDS movements, anti-

Semitism, making friends, joining clubs and groups and 

much more.   *Required for 12th grade students.* 

Congregation B’nai Israel Confirmation - Rabbi Evan 

Schultz     A50008b     Grade 10    Open to and 

required for B’nai Israel 10th grade students only. 

Game Night - Ricka Breiner   B1450b   Grades 9-12     

Come do trivia, charades and play other games with an 

Israeli or Jewish twist. 

Life on the Line - Rabbi Shlame Landa    A7122b 

Grades 10-12      You make the call! Debate real-life 

news stories such as rescuing strangers, euthanasia, and 

attempted suicide. The course invites each student to 

share their views and opinions on each case, "render 

judgement" on these life-and-death scenarios and then 

consider what ancient Jewish wisdom says about these 

modern-day dilemmas. Students will discover a new 

approach to navigating life's tough decisions. 


